
	

Rising Phoenix Cane Corso Waiting List Contract 
*PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SUBMITTING*  

A deposit of $500 USD is required to secure your Rising Phoenix Cane 
Corso puppy. This deposit will be subtracted from the total cost. 

       Initials (       ) 

*Rising Phoenix Cane Corso reserves 1st pick male and female from every 
litter. Some of these 1st pick pups will be available for co-registration to 
approved homes for an additional cost. * 

Once a deposit is received along with your signed waiting list contract you will get 
a signed and dated receipt and pick number for the upcoming litter. 

If sex of puppy you reserve is not available in the first upcoming litter your deposit 
will be moved to the next litter and a new pick number will be given. 

We DO NOT accept deposits for specific color as we do not breed for color. Rising 
Phoenix Cane Corso breeds to preserve the FCI foundation lines of the true Cane 
Corso. 

       Initials (       ) 

Rising Phoenix Cane Corso will only accept a limited number of wait list deposits 
for our 2021 wait list. 

Your wait list deposit for a Rising Phoenix Cane Corso puppy is good for our 2021 
litters. If for any reason you are unable to proceed with your purchase of a Rising 
Phoenix Cane Corso puppy your DEPOSIT will be FORFEIT.  

If for any reason Rising Phoenix Cane Corso does not produce sex of puppy you 
reserve in 2021 we will then move you to the first litter of 2022 at first pick and 
second pick companion depending on how many deposits roll over from 2021.     
       Initials (        ) 
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Rising Phoenix Cane Corso Waiting List Contract 
By securing your spot for Rising Phoenix Cane Corso’s wait list for 2021 it will hold 
the current price of a companion puppy at $1700 USD. 

As Rising Phoenix Cane Corso is starting repeat breeding’s with our 2nd to 6th 
generations going forward our prices will increase. As our Rising Phoenix Cane 
Corso’s have shown great health, bone, temperament, structure and consistency in 
all their offspring! Prices will increase 2022. 

       Initials (        ) 

*Those interested in a Rising Phoenix Cane Corso co-registration puppy, 
please talk with us first before filling out this contract. Rising Phoenix Cane 
Corso co-registration puppies are extremely limited and have an extremely 
strict contract. There is also an additional cost for a Rising Phoenix Cane 
Corso co-registration puppy which once approved will have a different 
waiting list contract with co-registration pricing* 

By signing below, you agree to the terms of this contract. This is a binding 
contract between you the purchaser and Rising Phoenix Cane Corso. 

This contract cannot be changed to another person without a new Contract 
agreement. Payments can be made in person, Venmo, Zelle or direct transfer. 
Once completed, please send your signed contract to us. Rising Phoenix Cane 
Corso will then send you payment information to place your deposit. 

Email:HilaryGeorge27@gmail.com RisingPhoenixCaneCorso@gmail.com 

 

Puppy Companion reservation for: Male or Female (please circle one) 

 

Name:                                                          Signature: 

Date:      Phone: 

 

Address:  

 

Email:		
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